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We describe a framework to reduce the computational effort to evaluate large deviation functions of time
integrated observables within nonequilibrium steady states. We do this by incorporating an auxiliary
dynamics into trajectory based Monte Carlo calculations, through a transformation of the system’s
propagator using an approximate guiding function. This procedure importance samples the trajectories that
most contribute to the large deviation function, mitigating the exponential complexity of such calculations.
We illustrate the method by studying driven diffusion and interacting lattice models in one and two spatial
dimensions. Our work offers an avenue to calculate large deviation functions for high dimensional systems
driven far from equilibrium.
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Much like their equilibrium counterparts, fluctuations
about nonequilibrium steady states encode physical information about a system. This is illustrated by the discovery
of the fluctuation theorems [1–4], thermodynamic uncertainty relations [5,6], and extensions of the fluctuationdissipation theorem to systems far from equilibrium [7–10].
Large deviation functions provide a general mathematical
framework within which to characterize and understand
nonequilibrium fluctuations [11], and their evaluation has
underpinned much recent progress in understanding driven
systems [12–15]. However, the current Monte Carlo methods, such as the cloning algorithm [16–21] or transition
path sampling [22], exhibit low statistical efficiency when
accessing rare fluctuations that are needed to compute them
[21,23]. This has limited the numerical application of large
deviation theory to idealized model systems with relatively
few degrees of freedom.
In principle, these difficulties can be eliminated through
the use of importance sampling. A formally exact importance sampling can be derived through Doob’s h transform,
although this requires the exact eigenvector of the tilted
operator that generates the biased path ensemble [24–26].
As this is not practical, approximate importance sampling
schemes have been introduced [21,27,28], including a
sophisticated iterative algorithm to improve sampling based
on feedback and control [21,28].
In this Letter, we will show that guiding distribution
functions (GDF), used to implement importance sampling
in diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) calculations of quantum
ground states, can be extended to provide an approximate,
but improvable, importance sampling for the simulation of
nonequilibrium steady states. We show the potential of the
0031-9007=18=120(21)=210602(5)

GDF method by computing the large deviation functions of
time integrated currents at large bias values that capture
very rare fluctuations within two widely studied models: a
driven diffusion model and an interacting lattice model. As
examples of GDFs, we use analytical expressions as well as
GDFs determined from a generalized variational approximation [29]. The variational approach provides a procedure
to generate guiding functions for arbitrary models of
interest.
We begin with a short review of the formalism of large
deviation functions, drawing connections to the ideas of
DMC calculations used in this work. We consider steady
states generated by a Markovian dynamics
∂ t pt ðCÞ ¼ Wpt ðCÞ;

ð1Þ

where pt ðCÞ is the probability of a configuration of the
system C at a time t, and W is a linear operator. Provided W
is irreducible, it generates a unique steady state in the long
time limit that in general produces nonvanishing currents
and whose configurations do not necessarily follow a
Boltzmann distribution. We consider the fluctuations of
PN
observables of the form O ¼ tt¼1
oðCtþ ; Ct− Þ, where o is
an arbitrary function of configurations at adjacent times, tþ
and t−. Within the steady state, the fluctuations of a time
integrated observable can be characterized by a generating
function,
X
eψðλÞtN ¼ he−λO i ¼
P½CðtN Þe−λO ;
ð2Þ
CðtN Þ

where ψðλÞ is the large deviation function, λ is a counting
field conjugate to O, and P½CðtN Þ is the likelihood of a
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given trajectory CðtN Þ ¼ fC0 ; C1 ; …; CtN g. Derivatives of
the large deviation function with respect to λ yield the timeintensive cumulants of O.
In principle, the large deviation function is computable
from the largest eigenvalue of a tilted operator W λ, i.e.,
W λ jΞi ¼ ψðλÞjΞi, where jΞi (hΞj) is the corresponding
dominant right (left) eigenvector [3]. In the discrete case,
0 −λoðC;C0 Þ
W λ ðC; C0 Þ ¼ WðC;
ð1 − δC;C0 Þ − RðCÞδC;C0 ,
P C Þe
where RðCÞ ¼ C≠C0 WðC; C0 Þ is the exit rate. For λ ¼ 0,
the tilted operator is Markovian and ψð0Þ ¼ 0 due to
normalization. However, in general W λ does not conserve
probability. To sample the dynamics generated by W λ with
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, for example, within
the cloning algorithm or transition path sampling, one must
track the normalization with additional weights [31]. This
normalization grows exponentially with λ. Thus, the
associated weights in Monte Carlo algorithms have an
exponentially growing variance, and this is the origin of
low statistical efficiency.
The goal of importance sampling is to reduce this
variance, and this can be carried out by transforming
the dynamics to restore the normalization of the tilted
operator. Mathematically, we achieve this through Doob’s h
transform,
W λ ðC; C0 Þ ¼ ΞðCÞW λ ðC; C0 ÞΞ−1 ðC0 Þ − ψðλÞ;

ð3Þ

P
with
We see that C W λ ðC; C0 Þ ¼ 0, since
P ΞðCÞ ¼ hΞjCi.
0
0
C ΞðCÞW λ ðC; C Þ ¼ ψðλÞΞðC Þ. The auxiliary dynamics
generated by W λ is thus the optimal dynamics to sample,
since the normalization of W λ is completely independent of
configuration. Unfortunately, it requires hΞj to be known
explicitly.
We can, however, approximate hΞj and use it to carry out
an approximate h transform in order to importance sample
trajectories. This is the basic technique in this work and is
analogous to using guiding wave functions to importance
sample in DMC calculations [31,32]. The basic DMC
algorithm is equivalent to the cloning algorithm with W λ
replaced by the quantum Hamiltonian and the large
deviation function ψðλÞ and eigenvector jΞi replaced
by the ground-state energy and wave function, respectively. The main technical difference is that, unlike the
Hamiltonians in DMC calculations, W λ is not, in general,
Hermitian. We focus here on the use of GDFs in the cloning
algorithm, though it can also be used with transition path
sampling.
The cloning algorithm computes the large deviation
function as the mixed estimator,
ψðλÞ ∼

1
lnh1jetN Wλ jp0 i;
tN

ð4Þ

P
where h1j ¼ C hCj is the uniform left vector, jp0 i is an
arbitrary initial state (not orthogonal to the final state), and
“∼” denotes a long time limit. Since the full propagator

exp½tN W λ  is not known explicitly, it is approximated by
short-time pieces using a Trotter decomposition, which can
be explicitly sampled [31]. The distribution pt is represented by an ensemble of walkers, and the propagation
jptþΔt i ¼ exp½ΔtW λ jpt i is obtained via Monte Carlo
sampling. As discussed, the sampling procedure accounts
for the unnormalized W λ by keeping weights on the
walkers. To avoid a divergence of these weights, they
are redistributed at each iteration, a procedure known as
cloning (or branching in DMC calculations) [18,23].
To importance sample, we now construct an auxiliary
P
dynamics from an approximate GDF, hΞ̃j ¼ C Ξ̃ðCÞhCj.
We transform Eq. (4) using the GDF via the diagonal
P
matrix Ξ̂ ¼ C Ξ̃ðCÞjCihCj, such that
ψðλÞ ∼

1
lnh1jΞ̂−1 ½Ξ̂etN Wλ Ξ̂−1 Ξ̂jp0 i:
tN

ð5Þ

The resulting transformed propagator, W̃ λ ðC; C0 Þ ¼
Ξ̃ðCÞW λ ðC; C0 ÞΞ̃−1 ðC0 Þ, generates the importance sampled
dynamics. Note that W̃ λ is only Markovian if hΞ̃j ¼ hΞj,
which is generally not the case, and thus the problem of
normalization persists. However, if hΞ̃j strongly overlaps
with hΞj, the corresponding exponential growth of the
variance is diminished. The key to efficient sampling is thus
reduced to determining appropriate approximate GDFs for
specific problems.
We now turn to a numerical assessment of the GDF
auxiliary dynamics importance sampling. Here, an important metric is the efficacy of the auxiliary dynamics. This
can be quantified in terms of the statistical efficiency of
sampling. For the cloning algorithm, the measure of interest
is the number of correlated walkers N c [21]. In the case of
perfect sampling, using the exact auxiliary dynamics, N c is
equal to 1. In the other limit, if all walkers are correlated,
N c ¼ N w , the number of walkers used in the simulation.
For illustrative purposes, we first consider fluctuations of
the entropy production of a driven Brownian particle in a
periodic potential, a paradigmatic model in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. The equation of motion for
the position (on a ring) θ is ∂ t θ ¼ FðθÞ þ η, with
FðθÞ ¼ f − ∂ θ VðθÞ, where f is a constant, nonconservative force, and VðθÞ ¼ vo cosðθÞ is a periodic potential
[33]. The random force η satisfies hηðtÞi ¼ 0 and
hηðtÞηðt0 Þi ¼ 2δðt − t0 Þ. The entropy production can be
R
_
computed from σðtN ÞtN ¼ 0tN f θðτÞdτ,
which is linearly
proportional to the current around the ring [29].
The tilted operator for this model is obtained by
absorbing the biasing term exp½−λtN σðtÞ into the bare
Fokker-Planck propagator, W ¼ ∂ 2θ − ∂ θ FðθÞ, giving
W λ ¼ W þ 2fλ∂ θ þ fλ½fλ − FðθÞ:

ð6Þ

The last term breaks normalization and must be accommodated through branching. The first two terms represent a
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drift-diffusion process, configurations for which can be
generated via an associated Langevin equation:
∂ t θ ¼ FðθÞ − 2fλ þ η:

ð7Þ

Importance sampling this system with a GDF, Ξ̃ðθÞ,
produces the transformed propagator
W̃ λ ¼ W þ 2∂ θ ½fλ − ∂ θ ln Ξ̃ðθÞ þ Ξ̃−1 ðθÞW †λ Ξ̃ðθÞ;

ð8Þ

where the adjoint operator is defined as W †λ ¼ FðθÞð∂ θ −
fλÞ þ ð∂ θ − fλÞ2 [29]. Importance sampled trajectories for
W̃ λ can thus be generated via a Langevin dynamics similar
to Eq. (7), but with an additional force 2∂ θ ln Ξ̃ðθÞ, and
branching weight Ξ̃−1 ðθÞW †λ Ξ̃ðθÞ. Note that since the
components of the left eigenvector of W λ are equal to
the components of the right eigenvector of its adjoint W †λ , if
Ξ̃ðθÞ ¼ ΞðθÞ, the branching term is equal to ψðλÞ.
For this simple one particle system we can determine the
optimal GDF by diagonalizing W λ in a plane wave basis
[29,34]. To illustrate the behavior when an approximate
GDF is used, we also consider a GDF obtained from an
instantonic solution to the eigenvalue equation, which
captures the correct limiting behavior of ΞðθÞ at large λ,
where ΞðθÞ is just a constant [34].
Shown in Fig. 1 is the large deviation function computed
from exact diagonalization, and cloning algorithm calculations without a GDF, with the optimal GDF, and with the
instantonic GDF. All methods converge ψðλÞ to good
accuracy over the range of λ, and illustrate the fluctuation
theorem symmetry ψðλÞ ¼ ψð1 − λÞ. However, the statistical effort required to converge the different Monte Carlo

FIG. 1. Large deviation function for the entropy production of a
driven Brownian particle on a periodic potential with vo ¼ 2,
f ¼ 12.5. The main figure shows the functions computed with
exact diagonalization (red) and DMC (black) calculation. The
inset shows the fraction of correlated walkers without GDF
(blue), or with GDF from an instanton approximation to the
auxiliary process (red) or the exact auxiliary process (black).

calculations varies significantly. This is summarized in the
inset of Fig. 1, which shows N c as a function of λ. The
number of correlated walkers increases exponentially without a guiding function, but plateaus if the instantonic
guiding function is used. Using the optimal GDF results
in walkers that maintain equal weights and stay completely
independent, with N c ¼ 1 for all times and all λ’s.
To explore our framework in a different context, we now
consider an interacting many-body problem on a lattice,
namely the current fluctuations of a simple exclusion
process (SEP) [35]. The SEP models transport on a lattice
with L sites, defined by a set of occupation numbers,
ni ¼ f0; 1g, e.g., C ¼ f0; 1; …; 1; 1g. The tilted propagator
W λ has elements corresponding to rates to insert and
remove particles at the boundaries if the model is open,
with insertion rates α and γ, and removal rates β and ν.
Within the bulk of the lattice, particles move to the right
with rate p and to the left with rate q, subject to the
constraint of single-site occupancy. The hard-core constraint results in correlations between particles moving on
the lattice. We consider the large deviation function for
mass currents QðtN Þ equal to the number of particle hops to
the left minus the number of hops to the right,
QðtN Þ ¼

tX
L−1
N −1 X

δiþ1 ðt þ 1Þδi ðtÞ − δi ðt þ 1Þδiþ1 ðtÞ;

ð9Þ

t¼0 i¼0

where δi is the Kronecker delta function and the sum runs
over the lattice site and tN . The propagator is thus dressed
by a factor of exp½−λQðtN Þ. Note that the summand is ¼ 0,
1 depending on particle displacement.
For all but the smallest lattices, direct diagonalization of
W λ is impossible, as the size of the matrix scales exponentially with L. However, we can find an approximate set of
eigenvectors using a cluster based mean-field approximation [29]. For example, we can write jΞ̃i as product state of
single sites expanded in a basis of single particle states,
Q P
jΞ̃i ¼ Li¼1 n¼0;1 ξi ðnÞjni i, where ξi ðnÞ are the site
expansion coefficients. These can be obtained numerically
from the mean-field equations through a generalized
variational principle since W λ is not Hermitian [29], where
the stationary solution is found through self-consistent
iteration. Similarly, one can consider a product state of
clusters of sites, or a cluster mean field. Increasing the size
of the cluster systematically improves the GDF.
Figure 2 shows the results of using the cluster mean-field
ansatz as the GDF for clusters of different size. We find that
for an L ¼ 8 lattice, symmetric SEP model [36], all cloning
calculations agree with the numerically exact result, and
again illustrate fluctuation theorem symmetry, with ψ
symmetric about half of the current’s affinity [3]. The
statistical effort needed to converge each calculation is
decreased by several orders of magnitude when a GDF is
used. As shown in the inset of Fig. 2, even with an auxiliary
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(a)
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FIG. 2. Large deviation function for the mass current of an open
simple exclusion process. The main figure shows the functions
computed with exact diagonalization (red) and DMC (black)
calculations. The inset shows the fraction of correlated walkers
without guiding functions (blue), or with GDF from approximations to the auxiliary process using a uniform GDF (green) or
clusters of 1 (red), 2 (orange), 4 (cyan), and 8 (black) sites.

dynamics computed from the single-site mean-field theory,
the fraction of independent walkers, f I ¼ 1 − N c =N w , is
increased by a factor of 40, and this efficiency is systematically improved with auxiliary dynamics computed from
larger cluster states. As before, if the exact auxiliary process
is used, corresponding to a cluster of 8 sites, N c ¼ 1 for all
times and all λ’s.
As a third illustration of the auxiliary dynamics framework, we consider a 2D generalization of a closed SEP
model in the presence of a weak external field that biases
transport in one direction [29]. This system has been
considered recently [37], where it was found that its large
deviation function for current fluctuations in the direction
of the driving exhibits a dynamical phase transition. For
small λ, the system is in a homogeneous phase, while for
large negative λ, the system phase separates, forming a
traveling wave in the direction of the biased current. We
find critical behavior for a 12 × 12 lattice. as illustrated in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), where for λ ≈ −3 the fluctuations in the
current, χðλÞ ¼ d2 ψ=dλ2 , are maximized and presumed to
diverge in the infinite system limit [38]. Beyond this critical
value, the state of the system is fluctuation dominated, and
as such serves as a good test of our importance sampling
methodology. Shown in Fig. 3(c) is the ratio of the fraction
of independent walkers f I computed using a 4 × 2 sites
cluster mean-field GDF and without importance sampling,
as a function of λ. For small jλj, the bare dynamics is
capable of sampling the biased distribution and the
enhancement from importance sampling is ∼2. However,
even for the traveling wave state, where the system is not
well described by mean-field theory, we find an increased
sampling efficiency by a factor of 2–4 over bare sampling
[29]. This result shows that even a poor approximation to

FIG. 3. Large deviation function for the mass current of a
closed 2D asymmetric exclusion process. (a) Large deviation
function computed from DMC calculations with importance
sampling. (b) Susceptibility for current fluctuations as a function
of λ. (c) Ratio of the fraction of independent walkers with
importance sampling fIS
I and without importance sampling f I .

the steady state using the cluster approach is able to aid the
convergence of ψðλÞ.
Beyond these specific examples, we emphasize that the
guiding framework we have described is general and is not
restricted to the models we have considered. For example,
we can consider importance sampling an N-particle interacting continuum dynamics generated by a Fokker-Planck
operator W for an arbitrary many-body force Fi ðr1 ; …; rN Þ
in d dimensions. The GDF in this case is an N-particle
function Ξ̃ðr1 ; …; rN Þ and the transformed tilted operator
for the large deviation
function for the total mass current
P R
vector JðtN Þ ¼ i 0tN r_ i ðτÞdτ,
W̃ λ ¼

X
∇2i − ∇i · ½Fi ðr1 ; …; rN Þ − 2λ þ 2∇i ln Ξ̃
i

þ Ξ̃−1 W †λ Ξ̃;

ð10Þ

where the first two terms are the drift-diffusion terms, and
the last term gives the branching weight, which is
P
W †λ ¼ i ∇2i þ ðFi − 2λÞ · ∇i þ λ · ðλ − Fi Þ. Here, λ is a
d-dimensional vector, biasing the independently different
components of the current. Approximating Ξ̃ can then be
done by choosing an N-particle functional form, whose
parameters are determined by a generalized variational
procedure similar to that used in the determination of the
cluster mean-field GDF above. This extends what is done in
DMC calculations, where guiding functions are first
determined by a variational Monte Carlo procedure. As
a simple choice in the continuum, one could use a product
state Ξ̃ ¼ f 1 ðr1 Þf 2 ðr2 Þ…f N ðrN Þ, or a product of pairs
Q
introduced with Jastrow factors Ξ̃ ¼ i<j exp½J ðri ; rj Þ.
In the lattice setting, matrix product or tensor network
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states of low bond dimension appear as natural guiding
functions [39,40]. The use of such numerically determined
GDFs ensures that the importance sampling captures the
general influence of the interactions generated at a given
bias λ.
In conclusion, the use of guiding functions to importance
sample the trajectory space of nonequilibrium steady states
makes computing large deviation functions possible in
complex systems. The formalism we have used is applicable
to any nonequilibrium state generated by a deterministic
master equation, while the variational determination of the
guiding function provides a systematic way to importance
sample nonequilibrium problems for which analytical
information on the solution is not known. These techniques
open up the possibility to study ever larger systems, for
longer times, with increased molecular resolution.
These calculations were performed with CANSS, which
are available by following the link in Ref. [41].
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